Fault-Tolerant Consensus Tracking Control for Linear Multiagent Systems Under Switching Directed Network.
In this paper, for linear leader-follower networks with multiple heterogeneous actuator faults, including partial loss of effectiveness fault and actuator bias fault, a cooperative fault-tolerant control (CFTC) approach is developed. Assume that the interaction network topology among all nodes is a switching directed graph. To address the difficulty of designing the distributed compensation control laws under the time-varying asymmetrical network structure, a novel distributed-reference-observer-based fault-tolerant tracking control approach is established, under which the global tracking errors are proved to be asymptotically convergent in the presence of actuator failures. First, by constructing a group of distributed reference observers based on neighborhood state information, all followers can estimate the leader's state trajectories directly. Second, a decentralized adaptive fault-tolerant tracking controller via local estimation is designed to achieve the global synchronization. Furthermore, the reliable coordination problem under switching directed topology with intermittent communications is solved by utilizing the presented CFTC approach. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed coordination control protocol is illustrated by its applications to a networked aircraft system.